“Fate and purpose directed me to the sewing machine
nearly 30 years ago. That which began as a hobby has
developed into a keen ability to design and create
fashions for “anyone” who is sent my way. This “hobbyadventure” began in my early college years, after years
watching my mother and older sister exhibit their talents
for family attire.
This hobby eventually spawned into the design and production of my first wedding gown. A
creative gift for my younger sister in Louisiana, the gown embodied her beauty and character
as well as the meaning of her union. My first wedding gown serves as a catalyst of inspiration
to me even today. Its beauty and embodied meaning shows what can be done when passion
and thought go into a project.
Through inspiration for each project, I know that I can design attire for individuals that will not
just look good on them, but will compel those in their presence to view them in their entire
splendor.
The cooperative design style that I have adapted and shared with clients is the stimulation for
their garments generated through our consultation sessions. It is such a joy to see their eyes
light up as they see the pencil drawings of our combined ideas in garment form. The
excitement that springs forth continues through to the completion of each project.
To enhance the custom-designed clothing offerings of Crystal Dreams of New Orleans, we have
incorporated custom-designed jewelry crafted from quality material that provides a unique style
for a complete look. We eagerly create a full fashion experience for those who are looking for
an exclusive offering. We have found it to be very exciting to accessorize the inspired garments
created for both men and women.
While today all of our designs are custom, our vision is expanding into a planned product line
offerings to reach a broader market base.
Fashion is a conversation. Let us start one with you.”

~ Perry Turner, Designer

